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CORRECTION

Page 2, in the Table of Contents, the Chapter title immediately above the entry for regulation 33: “GENERAL PRINCIPLESes” should read “GENERAL PRINCIPLES”;

Page 9, in the heading to regulation 7: “Subject Matter…” should read “Subject matter…”;

Page 12, regulation 12(1)(b), line one: “…media service provider…” should read “…media services provider…”;

Page 12, regulation 12(1)(c): “…media service provider…” should read “…media services provider…”;

Page 12, regulation 12(2)(b): “media service providers” should read “media services providers”;

Page 14, regulation 12(2)(c), immediately before “programme”: omit “(c)”;

Page 33, regulation 40(10)(b), line three: “…or mitted…” should read “…or omitted…”;

Page 34, regulation 41(7), line three: “…such as group…” should read “…such a group…”;

Page 42, in the heading to regulation 53: “Automatic Suspension…” should read “Automatic suspension…”; and

Page 61, Schedule 4, line beginning “Vienna Convention…”: “…and is Montreal…” should read “…and Montreal…”.
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